Case Study, REMAX Titanium

Overview + Company Bio
Los Angeles based Remax Titanium is a real estate
company leading the way for ambitious agents to
establish their very own millionaire agent business by
providing them with leading edge lead generation
technology, pro business growth systems, exclusive
listing marketing, and millionaire agent maker
training.
“Our business model is different from most real
estate brokers. We have inside sales that book the
appointments and outside sales brokers that just
need to show up and sell the deal. We spent a lot on
lead generation but we needed to see a difference
in our closing ratio to get the full benefit of lead
advertising.”
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”The biggest thing Cardone
University changed was our culture.
There’s no such thing as a sales
department, we’re all selling“
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The Solution
“Our entire office is required to do training. Similar to the crew from
a battleship, it doesn’t matter if you’re manning the guns or what
your job is on the ship. Everyone is in the military. Everyone needs
to be trained.”

“The reason we know the system
works is we have average everyday
people like any other company and
when we adopted the system our
results shot up.”

“Everyone at the office is required to train and work towards getting
each of the Cardone Certification levels. Once we rewarded the first
group of trainees to get certified we saw a large spike in training
participation. Every month we have a celebration for individuals that
graduate levels where we congratulate them as a group and present
them with a prize.
Each Saturday we have a weekly mastermind with the team to
discuss that week’s training takeaways.”
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